RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association urges all federal, state, local, territorial, and tribal legislative bodies to enact laws, and governmental agencies to adopt policies, that provide law enforcement officers with comprehensive animal encounter training on the reasonable use of force necessary to better secure the safety of such officers, protect public health, reduce legal liability, and ensure the humane treatment of the animals encountered.
REPORT

This resolution builds upon existing ABA Criminal Justice Standards on Urban Police Function that focus on limiting the excessive or unnecessary use of force by law enforcement officers. In the United States, the number one reason a police officer discharges their weapon is to shoot at a dog. In some cities, police firing their guns at dogs accounts for a full 75% of all service weapon use. The U.S. Department of Justice has recognized the dangers posed by these incidents and produced materials to help address them. However, such resources remain voluntary and often are not utilized widely enough. This report will discuss the numerous public health and safety hazards, financial and legal liability, insurance issues, and animal welfare concerns resulting from the lack of current federal, state, and territorial laws on the subject of animal encounter training for law enforcement officers. A recommendation by the ABA will assist decision makers seeking to address these concerns through enacting comprehensive and consistent laws that provide adequate and necessary animal encounter training to law enforcement officers in order to better ensure the amount of force deployed during such encounters is reasonably necessary to protect all involved from unjustifiable harm.

I. PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY

When law enforcement officers shoot at family pets or other animals, they risk causing injuries and even death to innocent human bystanders. Police officers firing their guns at animals in heavily populated areas further increases the risk of accidentally shooting members of the public, either directly, or indirectly as bullets ricochet off hard surfaces. Humans injured in these unfortunate accidents have included a four-year-old girl in Ohio, whom an officer shot in her leg after firing at her dog; a Los Angeles woman who was shot in the leg when officers fired at a dog in a crowded area; and an Illinois man whom officers mistakenly shot in the leg as they fired nineteen rounds at a dog in the backyard of the home next door.
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1 Standards on Urban Police Function §§ 1-2.4(d), 1-10.1(c) (Dec. 5, 2018), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/criminal_justice/publications/criminal_justice_section_archive/crimjust_standards_urbanpolice/.  
3 Id. ("Nearly three-quarters of the police shootings in Milwaukee, Wis., from 2000 to 2002 involved dogs.").  
5 C.J. Ciaramella, Why Are Detroit Cops Killing So Many Dogs?, Reason (Nov. 15, 2016)(citing to a Detroit attorney who claims that “none of the officers he’s deposed has watched them”).  
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Unfortunately, when police officers fire lethal weapons at encountered animals, the potential harm to nearby humans can exceed physical injury. One such instance involved an Iowa officer who attempted to intervene in a domestic dispute between a woman and her husband who was holding the couple’s three-year-old son. When the family’s dog tried to protect the woman, the officer fired his gun at the dog but slipped in the snow and missed, accidentally shooting and killing the young mother instead. In another case in Los Angeles County, sheriffs opened fire at a dog at a loud party and killed a seventeen-year-old boy when the bullets ricocheted and hit him in the chest.

In some of the cases referenced above, using deadly force against the dog in question may have been objectively reasonable under the circumstances. However, if the officers had been trained in animal behavior and nonlethal tactics, they instead may have been able to manage the perceived threats without causing harm to any of the individuals involved. As statistics from several major cities now demonstrate, when police officers are provided with such training they are more likely to react in ways that preserve public safety without incurring the significant emotional, physical, and financial costs associated with unnecessarily using deadly force against animals they encounter in the line of duty.

Most commonly, law enforcement officers discharge their weapons at dogs to protect themselves or their fellow officers. Yet numerous examples exist of police officers firing their guns at dogs and accidentally shooting themselves, their partners, or even their own K9 police dogs. In contrast, comprehensive records dating back to 1791 contain not a single documented case of a police officer ever being killed in a dog attack. Indeed, the only police officers who have died in relation to dog bites did so as a result of subsequently contracting rabies—which since has been eradicated in dogs long after the last such incident in 1936.
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19 Jose Cardenas, Parolee, Police Dog Killed, L.A. TIMES (Aug. 26, 2003). The first LA County Sheriff's Department dog killed in the line of duty was Marco, a 9-year old Malinois who was ordered to bite a 23-year-old domestic violence suspect. Before the dog could reach the man, the officers mistook a flip-flop in his hand for a weapon and fired a total of 81 bullets that killed both Deondre Brunston and Marco. Id.
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same 228-year span at least 69 police officers were killed by horses, three by bees, two by cows, one by lions, one by a spider, and one by a cat.\textsuperscript{22}

Notably, many other service professionals encounter dogs in the daily course of their jobs. These include mail carriers, meter readers, cable installers, delivery drivers, and real estate agents. Yet despite not carrying firearms or other lethal weapons, only 1\% of U.S. Postal Service workers are bitten by dogs.\textsuperscript{23} This is primarily due to the fact that postal employees receive comprehensive training in animal encounters and dog-bite prevention.\textsuperscript{24} Such instruction uses live dogs and sample scenarios to educate postal workers on how to interpret a dog’s body language to determine whether the dog is angry, afraid, or friendly. It also teaches mail carriers how to calm, distract, and subdue dogs with voice commands, or fend them off using non-lethal methods.\textsuperscript{25} This in-person training is kept current by annually requiring postal workers to watch a 2-hour video on canine behavior.\textsuperscript{26} As described by U.S. Postal Service Safety Director, Linda DeCarlo, “Dog bite prevention training and continuing education are important to keep pet owners, pets and those who visit homes—like letter carriers—happy and healthy.”\textsuperscript{27}

II. FINANCIAL AND LEGAL LIABILITY FOR GOVERNMENTS AND INSURERS

When innocent bystanders are killed or wounded by police firing lethal weapons at dogs, the financial liability can be substantial for the municipal, county, or state governments that employ those officers. In 2019, a claims board approved a $3 million settlement for the aforementioned teenager killed when two L.A. Sheriff’s deputies fired at a loose dog.\textsuperscript{28} In 2018, the City of Burlington, Iowa agreed to pay $2 million\textsuperscript{29} to settle a federal lawsuit brought by the family of the young mother killed by an officer firing at her dog.\textsuperscript{30} Financial liability also can be significant when bystanders are injured, rather than killed. In 2016, the Columbus City Council approved a $780,000 settlement after a four-year-old child was shot in her living room by a police officer firing his gun at her family’s dog from their front doorway.\textsuperscript{31}

Even when police officers kill or wound dogs and other pets without harming humans, significant legal and financial liability can arise if those shootings are found to be unjustified. In 2013, the Minneapolis City Council approved a $225,000 settlement to a
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family whose two dogs were killed by police in such close proximity to the couple’s young children that the dogs’ blood splattered on their 3-year-old daughter while she was eating breakfast at her kitchen table. As one commenter notes, “While dogs do not have civil rights, their owners do.” Accordingly owners whose pets have been killed by police can bring federal claims against both the officers and their employers for illegal seizures under the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution. In such situations, a citizen alleging the deprivation of a constitutional right due to official state action is able to bring a lawsuit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. And as the Seventh Circuit determined in one such 2008 case, “the use of deadly force against a household pet is reasonable only if the pet poses an immediate danger and the use of force is unavoidable.”

That standard of reasonableness applies in situations when police officers happen to encounter dogs during their routine daily duties. However, many fatal shootings of dogs occur when police officers are serving search or arrest warrants and have the added benefit of time to prepare. In such cases, courts have adopted an even stricter standard of reasonableness. In the most notorious of such cases, San Jose Charter of the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club v. City of San Jose, the Ninth Circuit ruled in 2005 that “the Fourth Amendment forbids the killing of a person's dog, or the destruction of a person's property, when that destruction is unnecessary—i.e., when less intrusive, or less destructive, alternatives exist.” The court further declared, “We have recognized that dogs are more than just a personal effect. The emotional attachment to a family's dog is not comparable to a possessory interest in furniture.” In the wake of the Ninth Circuit’s ruling, both the City of San Jose and San Jose County settled with the Hells Angels members for $2 million ($1 million each).

Last year the ABA Journal reported on multiple large payouts resulting from recent lawsuits filed after police officers wrongfully shot family pets. The feature quotes the director of one law enforcement-related organization who states, “Law enforcement agencies across the country are getting slammed with settlements and judgments that are costing them thousands of dollars that could be better spent within their agencies.”
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One such case in 2017 led to a $1.26 million jury award against a Maryland county and police officer who shot a Chesapeake Bay retriever in his own yard while the family was home unable to hear the officer knocking at their door.\(^\text{43}\) That same year the City of Hartford, Connecticut, settled for $885,000 with a family whose dog was shot and killed during an unlawful search.\(^\text{44}\) Also in 2017, San Diego County paid $225,000 to a family for shooting their puppy behind a fence that prominently displayed “Beware of Dog” signs,\(^\text{45}\) while in Las Vegas, Police approved a settlement of $199,000 in an excessive force lawsuit in which five officers burst into a home and killed the family dog.\(^\text{46}\) And these are only a few examples from one single year.\(^\text{47}\) More recently, in July 2019, St. Louis County settled for $750,000 with a family whose dog was killed when a SWAT team charged into their home merely to investigate unpaid utility bills.\(^\text{48}\) In addition to these federal cases filed under the U.S. Constitution, large jury verdicts for dog shootings by police are being secured in state courts as well. One Maryland case, Brooks v. Jenkins, ultimately resolved in 2014 with a $207,500 award to a family whose chocolate Lab survived being shot by a county Sheriff’s Deputy.\(^\text{49}\)

The costs of defending such lawsuits, and of paying any resulting damage awards or settlements, most often are borne by local taxpayers\(^\text{50}\) and the insurance companies who underwrite the governmental entities involved.\(^\text{51}\) In the Colorado case that resulted in a $262,500 settlement after a dog was shot in her family’s garage while secured with a snare pole, a municipal spokeswoman all but boasted that, “The city’s out-of-pocket cost was a $50,000 deductible. Our insurance agent covered the rest.”\(^\text{52}\) The city’s own legal
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expenses in that case totaled an additional $125,227.53 Given that most of these family pet shooting lawsuits are filed as federal civil rights claims, “even nominal payoffs to the plaintiff can balloon when the defendant officers and agencies have to pay attorney fees for the winners.”54 Under the relevant statute, plaintiffs’ recoverable legal fees are set at the prevailing rate for private attorneys in the community.55 In just one such dog shooting case, the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees alone totaled over $530,000.56

III. SCOPE AND SEVERITY OF THE PROBLEM

“The Department of Justice estimates that U.S. law enforcement officers kill roughly 10,000 companion dogs per year, or twenty-five to thirty per day.”57 One DOJ official has gone so far as to describe the occurrence as an “epidemic.”58 Over the past decade, Chicago police fired their guns at dogs a total of 700 times,59 killing an average of 2 dogs every single week in one five-year span.60 Given that just one of those 700 shootings led to a $333,000 judgment against the city,61 the potential financial liability is immense. Nearby, in much smaller Milwaukee, police shot and killed 434 dogs during a recent nine-year period—equating to roughly one dog killed by police every single week for nearly a decade.62 In Buffalo, NY, one officer alone shot as many dogs in a two-year period as all 34,000 members of the New York City Police Department.63 Police officers in Detroit also have been subject to scrutiny for shooting and killing a startling number of animals in the line of duty—with official records revealing that as of 2017 one Detroit police officer alone had shot at least “80 dogs.”64

a. Unjustified Shootings Can Damage Police-Community Relations

Beyond causing physical harm to people and animals, and serious financial liability for governments and their insurers, when the police kill a family dog it can lead to the
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64 C.J. Ciaramella, Detroit Police Shot 54 Dogs Last Year—Twice as Many as Chicago, REASON (Sept. 4, 2018). In a 2016 lawsuit two other Detroit officers stated they each had shot roughly 19 or 20 dogs. Id.
deterioration of police-community relations that already may be strained. As the head of the Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission, observed, “Even one dog shooting generates so much outrage that it can take years to repair the damage to community relations.” The former Deputy Executive Director of the National Sheriffs’ Association further implored, “[W]hen an officer ends up shooting a dog it rips right at the fabric of the community. This problem needs to be solved.”

Even members of the general public without direct connections to the animals killed by police frequently become incensed and mobilized by these stories. In a 2014 Cleburne, Texas incident, footage was obtained via FOIA of a police officer whistling two dogs over to him then shooting them as they arrived—the resulting viral video immediately became international news. The public outrage against the officer, department, and city was swift and severe. It started with a petition to terminate Officer Kevin Dupre that generated 65,000 signatures within the first week. That was followed by several public protests, multiple death threats against the officer, and the City of Cleburne’s website being shut down by hackers in possible retaliation.

When police wrongfully shot any pet, it can cause a great deal of community agitation, but when police shoot a service animal, it can spark even more societal indignation. In 2017, a Minneapolis officer shot two tail-wagging dogs in their backyard that were service animals for the owner’s children, assisting them with seizures and anxiety. Both dogs ultimately survived, but again the public backlash against the police was fast and scathing. Before long an online petition calling for the officer to be fired gathered over 138,000 signatures, and a webpage soliciting donations for the dogs’ care collected over $37,000.

b. All Types of Pets Are Shot by Police—And All Owners Can Be Impacted

While some may assume that police only use lethal force on large or intimidating dogs, records show that officers across the U.S. have killed family dogs of almost every type,
size, shape, or breed. Numerous examples exist where police officers have shot small dogs like Chihuahuas, Miniature Dachshunds, and even puppies, as well as breeds widely considered to be family-friendly, such as Labrador Retrievers, Cocker Spaniels, and Golden Retrievers. Police officers also have shot and killed several other species of domesticated animals, including pet pigs, goats, and even cats. Many instances further have come to light where police officers killed animals that clearly posed no threat to anyone—such as dogs who were shot after being tied up outside, secured behind closed doors, or even while they were attempting to run away. Several of these incidents have been captured by police officers’ own cameras, such as a 2016 Detroit incident involving a tethered dog that led to a $100,000 judgment against the city.

Similarly, contrary to what some may mistakenly assume, the unjustified shooting of pets by law enforcement impacts families across the socio-economic spectrum. This point was underscored in the episode that occurred in the tranquil suburb of Berwyn Heights, Maryland, where the town’s Mayor had his own two black Labrador retrievers shot and
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killed in his home by Prince George's County Deputies. The police's justification for the raid was that a box containing marijuana had been addressed to the Mayor's wife who was a state finance officer. A few days later police arrested a FedEx driver and an accomplice who had been mailing such boxes to other unsuspecting addresses. The Mayor described the ordeal as "the most traumatic experience of his life." To Mayor Calvo's credit, he recognized that what happened to him was part of a broader problem of policy, not of individual officers. "I don't think they're bad people," the Mayor said. "Just poorly trained." As a result, Mayor Calvo sued Prince George's County. The lawsuit was settled for an undisclosed sum, but the agreement importantly mandated "better training in dealing with the pets [county police] encounter in raids, as well as treating them more humanely." Calvo also was instrumental in helping pass state legislation requiring police agencies to report information on all SWAT team deployments including whenever a SWAT team injures or kills a pet.

IV. SOLUTIONS ALREADY EXIST—ANIMAL ENCOUNTER TRAINING WORKS

a. Comparing Apples to Big Apples

When the City of Chicago instituted non-lethal animal encounter training for its utility meter readers, the number of employee dog bites dropped by 90%. Yet until recently the city still did not provide comprehensive animal encounter training to its 12,474 sworn officers—"the nation's second-largest police force." One commentator succinctly points out that, "it is not unreasonable to ask police departments to train cops at least as well as meter readers when the failure to do so predictably results in needlessly killed pets and endangered humans. But many police departments don't care enough to go to the trouble." Consequently Chicago police historically have shot roughly ten times more pets than have officers in either New York or Los Angeles. Indeed, records show that while NYPD shot nine dogs in 2014, and LAPD shot eight dogs in 2015, in just the first nine months of 2015 Chicago police already had fired their weapons at animals at least 84 times.
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The difference is that the NYPD and LAPD provide some of the most comprehensive animal encounter training to their law enforcement officers, coupled with department-wide accountability to make sure such training is implemented and adhered to. The ASCPA calls the NYPD one of the “shining examples” of what animal training can do for a police department. “We have been involved in training NYPD officers for many years. On a per capita basis, New York is far lower in incidents than that of lot of other cities.”103 The ASPCA’s assistant director for law enforcement also served twenty-one years with the NYPD.104 He states that, “There are some individual departments in other parts of the country that avail themselves of our training, but not many. Not enough.”105

b. Accountability is Key

The City of Los Angeles has one of the lowest per-capita rates of officers shooting dogs.106 Beyond providing ongoing mandatory animal encounter training to its officers every single use of force in the 450 square miles covered by the LAPD is reviewed by a department headed up by Captain Scott Sargent, who not only is an attorney, but also was a K-9 dog handler for several years.107 He states that, “Law enforcement officers are authorized to use deadly force only to protect themselves or others from what is reasonably believed to be an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury.”108 LAPD officers also cannot use lethal force against a dog to protect property, including other animals. According to Sargent, LAPD officers are “absolutely forbidden to use force arbitrarily” and the department “simply will not stand for it.”109 This is not just for the safety of the public and their animals, but also for the safety of the officers themselves, as failing to anticipate and resolve animal encounters immediately with the proper equipment can interrupt or slow an entry down and put the entire unit at risk.110

c. The Successful Results of Animal Encounter Training

Now that several U.S. cities and states have implemented non-lethal animal encounter training in recent years, they provide instructive comparisons to judge the effectiveness such training has had on the number of dogs shot by their law enforcement officers. Notably, the City of Chicago achieved a 67% drop in the number of police officers shooting at dogs after it instituted comprehensive animal encounter training along with updated
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108 Sargent, supra note 106.
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policies and procedures—falling from 73 incidents in 2014 to 24 in 2017. This change in policy did not come easy and resulted primarily from a “scathing” Department of Justice report on Chicago Police Department practices commissioned in the wake of the controversial police shooting of Laquan McDonald. The DOJ report stated, “During our review of officer-involved shootings we saw shootings at dogs that appeared to be unnecessary, retaliatory or reckless. We also observed that there were many complaints from community members that officers unnecessarily or recklessly killed their dogs and that, like other civilian complaints, these complaints were not adequately investigated.”

In addition to providing training for officers on how to de-escalate interactions with dogs they perceive to be hostile, in 2017 the department adopted a new use-of-force policy that clearly declares a Chicago police officer “is justified in using deadly force to stop a dangerous animal only when the animal reasonably appears to pose an imminent threat to the safety of the sworn member, another person, or another animal and no reasonably effective alternatives appear to exist.” As part of this new policy, the Civilian Office of Police Accountability now investigates every dog shooting by Chicago police officers—something that previously happened only “rarely, if ever.”

Impressively, after Texas passed statewide legislation in 2015 requiring officers to have 4 hours of animal encounter training, the number of dogs shot by TX police fell from 281 in 2014 to 32 in 2018, with only 17 shot as of November 2019—a drop of over 90%. One Texas tale exemplifies the broad positive impact that instituting animal encounter training can achieve. Such training brought accolades to the town of Arlington, Texas after calls came into police of an “aggressive pit bull” chasing people around a neighborhood, with one caller pleading, “This dog is so vicious, please get him.” When officers arrived, however, they observed the dog’s behavior, and based on their recently added training determined the dog was just “thirsty and lost.” The officers then coaxed the dog into their patrol car with a protein bar. A quick scan for microchip later revealed that “Jeffery” had been adopted from a local shelter just the week before and simply escaped his new back yard. Photos of the officers calmly petting the dog through the window of their cruiser posted to the Arlington Police Department’s Facebook page reached over 2 million people in less than 24 hours. Today that post boasts 176,000 likes,
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18,000 comments, and has been shared over 71,000 times. Police Chief Johnson responded saying, “This is exactly the type of compassion we love to see our employees exhibit and credit their good judgment and our significant investment that our organization has made in providing training to officers on how to deal with dogs.”

VI. LEGISLATION IS THE ANSWER

While the New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago police departments provide good models for others, far too many law enforcement officers in the United States still are forced to engage with citizens and their pets without the benefits of such training—putting themselves, their fellow officers, and local citizens at risk. As one commenter has noted, “Although the need for adequate training is readily apparent nationwide, it is an institutional problem that exceeds a single department.”

To address the issue, in 2011 The Department of Justice’s Community Oriented Policing Services released a publication entitled, The Problem of Dog-Related Incidents and Encounters, to help law enforcement better prepare to handle encountering dogs in the field. In the introduction, the Director of the DOJ-COPS office notes, “There are a variety of circumstances where a dog could be involved in a police call, and it is critical that police departments not only develop effective departmental strategies advocating for the proper handling of dog-related incidents and encounters, but also proactively create tactical-response strategies, ensuring humane treatment of dogs and safety for the public and officers.” The DOJ-COPS office later produced an accompanying series of five animal encounter training videos entitled, Police & Dog Encounters: Tactical Strategies and Effective Tools to Keep Our Communities Safe and Humane, that it has made available online at no cost.

Although these resources are quite valuable, and many departments have put them to good use, they still are voluntary, meaning that the police officers who likely could benefit from them most often do not use them. In response, following the lead of Colorado's “Dog Protection Act”, several other states, counties, and municipalities have recognized the need to prepare officers for such interactions and thus have enacted laws that either...
require or encourage the completion of animal encounter training programs along with accountability procedures to make sure that training is properly implemented and adhered to. As noted above, the 2015 Texas legislation successfully reduced officer-involved shootings of dogs by over 90% across the state.

VI. CONCLUSION

All interested parties benefit from the reduction of unnecessary harmful accidents: members of the public, families and their pets, police officers, the governmental entities they work for, and the taxpayers or insurance companies who bear the ultimate financial liability for mistakes. When police officers are provided comprehensive animal encounter training, not only are they better prepared to protect themselves from dog bites, they also are less likely to resort to using deadly force that may unjustifiably harm or kill innocent human bystanders and family pets. Conversely, when insufficiently trained officers are thrust into situations where they have to make split-second decisions without the benefit of education about animal behavior and non-lethal options, the consequences can be catastrophic for the entire community impacted, physically, emotionally, legally, and financially.

One former officer who now has provided animal encounter training to over 2,100 other law enforcement officers, states that, “The only reason why there are a lot of shootings is that [police officers] don’t have the training.” The former Deputy Executive Director for the National Sheriffs’ Association, John Thompson, further explains, “Law enforcement officers want to handle their calls safely and go home at the end of their shift, while not causing any needless harm. [Training] will give them much needed tools to recognize and address possible conflict with dogs instead of simply shooting an animal.”

As described by the National Sheriffs’ Association, the goal of animal encounter training “is not to make each law enforcement officer a canine behavior expert. Rather, the intent of [such] training is to give police officers the knowledge and tools to safely handle dog encounters during their daily duties, and to keep officers, the public, and pets as safe as possible.” Accordingly, to encourage the consistent
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implementation of such training, the American Bar Association should urge all federal, state, local, territorial, and tribal legislative bodies to enact laws, and governmental agencies to adopt policies, that provide law enforcement officers with comprehensive animal encounter training on the reasonable use of force necessary to better secure the safety of such officers, protect public health, reduce legal liability, and ensure the humane treatment of the animals encountered.

Respectfully submitted,

Dorothea M. Capone
Chair, Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section
February 2020
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Summary of the Resolution

This Resolution urges all federal, state, local, territorial, and tribal legislative bodies and/or governmental agencies to enact laws that provide for comprehensive animal encounter training to law enforcement officers on the reasonable use of force necessary to better secure the safety of such officers, protect public health, reduce legal liability, and ensure the humane treatment of the animals encountered.

2. Summary of the Issue that the Resolution Addresses

The number one reason U.S. police officers discharge their weapons is to fire at dogs, and in some cities, police shooting guns at dogs accounts for 75% of all service weapon use. When insufficiently trained officers are thrust into situations where they have to make split-second decisions without the benefit of education about animal behavior and non-lethal options, the physical, emotional, legal, and financial consequences can be catastrophic for the entire community impacted. All interested parties benefit from the reduction of unnecessary harmful accidents: members of the public, families and their pets, police officers, the governmental entities they work for, and the taxpayers or insurance companies who bear the ultimate financial liability for fatal mistakes. But despite the documented success of existing non-lethal animal encounter training programs in reducing unnecessary harmful accidents in the states, counties, and municipalities that have implemented them, most police officers in the U.S. still are not afforded such training.

3. Please Explain How the Proposed Policy Position will address the issue

When police officers are provided comprehensive animal encounter training, not only are they better prepared to protect themselves from dog bites, they also are less likely to resort to using deadly force that may unjustifiably harm or kill innocent human bystanders and family pets. By encouraging legislative action to provide such training, the proposed policy position will assist implementation of a consistent U.S. legal regime that better secures the safety of such officers, protects public health, reduces legal liability, and ensures the humane treatment of the animals encountered in accordance with the goals of the American Bar Association. This resolution builds upon existing ABA Criminal Justice Standards on Urban Police Function that focus on limiting the excessive or unnecessary use of force against individuals encountered by law enforcement officers.

4. Summary of Minority Views

None.